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ARTICLE DETAILS ABSTRACT

Article History: The auxiliary devices used by disabled people, who are currently engaged in art design, painting, drawing and 
other related work, have caused great inconvenience to use and carriage of disabled people. This paper is aimed 
at an innovation research on new auxiliary device that plays multiple roles such as a desk, an easel or a drawing 
table. Based on design of steel 45 frame structure, by ergonomics and color methods, both humanized and 
innovative design are used to expand individualized design of this product. The comprehensive application of 
material structure theory meets ergonomic requirements. The final product will be small in size saving space, and 
easy and flexible to operate. Users can operate it with one hand only by sitting in front of the device, so that it can 
convert various functions, making its use efficiency obviously improved. Owe to this device, accessibility services 
between disabled people and environment will help them to better participate in social life with higher quality.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With continuous advancement of society and development of higher and 
newer technology, auxiliary equipment in disabled people’s daily life is 
becoming more and more important. According to surveys, there are 
about 83 million disabled people in China, more than 60% of whom need 
to be equipped with assistive devices, and a considerable number of 
disabled people can contribute to society through assistive devices. The 
World Health Organization (WHO) has published that, for many people 
with disabilities, access to assistive devices is necessary and important 
to development strategy; With none aid, people with disabilities can 
hardly be educated or able to work, so that poverty will continue to 
cycle. Premier Li Keqiang once said that we must rely on scientific and 
technological innovation, focus on big market in disabled-oriented 
service field, accelerate the transformation of scientific and technological 
achievements and promote their application, strengthen international 
exchanges and cooperation, so as to develop more products, and provide 
better products and services, for the benefit of the disabled.

After investigation, auxiliary equipment currently available for disabled 
people engaged in art design, painting and cartography-related work has 
been at a low level, such as desks, easels or drawing tables, which have 
led to better use of disabled people due to simplification of functions. 
Inconvenience, handling is even more difficult; for example, the easel 
and design table used by art students (including disabled art students) 
need to be interchanged when courses are alternated, and there must 
be enough space to store each other. This process of handling and 
sorting is cumbersome, wasteful of manpower and damage to appliance, 
especially for disabled students, which brings many obstacles. The above 
phenomenon is a common problem that has existed for a long time until 

now, and it has not been improved or solved.

According to research and experimental analysis, this project is based 
on user’s needs and user-centered design concept [1], which can be a 
good substitute for desks, easels and drawing tables, to make up for 
existing aids’ shortcomings. It helps disabled people overcome obstacles 
in work and study. This paper researches a new type of auxiliary device 
that combines various functions including desk, easel and drawing table. 
It is small in size saving much space, and is convenient and flexible to 
operate. Users can operate with only one hand by sitting in front of it. 
It converts various functions, and thus its use efficiency is obviously 
improved. It truly fulfills barrier-free service for the disabled making 
them better participating in social life with higher quality. Certain 
conditions have important academic significance, practical value and 
good market demands.

2. HUMAN AND MACHINE SIZE STUDY

This product is designed to meet needs of people (or people with 
disabilities), so people should be fully considered in design process. 
The GB10000-1988 standard has been main basis for product size 
determination for more than 30 years. With development of the times 
and continuous improvement of people’s living standards, some sizes 
cannot meet needs of modern product design. In this regard, relevant 
researchers combined their own professional background, perfected 
them from different angles, and proposed some constructive methods 
[2]. The ergonomic performance requirements proposed in overall 
design, such as telescopic size of platform and rotation angle design, 
which are all proposed by current users’ comfort [3]. In terms of 
working posture and human body function, measurement standing body 
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activity range is shown in Figure 1. That of sitting human body is shown 
in Figure 2.

Through actual measurement and data analysis, handling human-
machine relationship in system can only be basis on understanding of 
human’s action and posture characteristics. The point of determining 
working posture is to take most reasonable, least fatigued and efficient 
posture. Product size parameters combine relevant theories of 
ergonomics and human factors engineering, and also combine rotation 
angle of platform, height of cabinet lifting and position of screw-out tray 
with human to achieve best human-machine relationship. The auxiliary 
platform size parameters of this design are shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Auxiliary platform size parameters.

Item Size

Total size 650 mm × 450 mm × 900 mm

Platform telescopic size (650-1200) mm ×(450-840) mm

Platform rotation angle 0°-75°

Box size 475 mm ×310 mm × 150 mm

Box lifting range 385 mm -560 mm

Screw-out tray 280 mm ×200 mm × 355 mm

Tray rotation angle 0°-270°

3. FUNCTIONAL DESIGN RESEARCH

① Single office platform: meeting basic requirements of writing and 
reading.

② Drawing platform: Retractable platform surface can be placed with 
different types of drawing boards. The stable platform can basically meet 
drawing requirements; platform angle can be adjusted and ergonomics 
to meet different demands; mobile and easy to move to desired site.

③ Easel: Easel box at the bottom can be moved up and down along 
slide. When it moves to lowest position, it can be used as a toolbox 
for drawing, holding color palette, carving knife, etc. Screw-out tray 
can be rotated by 270 degrees, and pen barrel can be placed when it 
is unscrewed. Shrinking bucket can be stored after being placed in this 
tray, which further expands its space.

4. STRUCTURAL DESIGN RESEARCH

4.1 Platform telescopic mechanism

Platform telescopic mechanism adopts a rack and pinion mechanism. 
Specific structure is as follows:

A coaxial double gear is mounted on motor shaft through a flat key. The 
double gear meshes with two parallel racks respectively, and rack moves 
along a guide sleeve mounted on platform back to improve stability of 
rack movement. Outer ends of the four racks are respectively welded 
with L-shaped brackets, which can complete telescopic movement of 
platform along racks to expand desktop’s use area [4]. This motor is 
an innovative point by a motor that simultaneously drives four racks Figure 1: Human body standing activity range measurement.

Figure 2: Human body sitting activity range measurement.

Figure 3: Physical model of platform telescopic mechanism.

Figure 4: Physical model of screw mechanism.

Figure 5: Physical model of platform angle adjustment mechanism.
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4.4 Screw-out tray mechanism

A fixed short shaft is mounted under cabinet, and tray can be rotated or 
rotated along tshaft, and rotation angle is 0°-270°. The physical model of 
screw-out tray mechanism is shown in Figure 7.

4.5 Auxiliary platform moving mechanism

Self-locking direction wheel is installed on four feet of auxiliary platform 
to facilitate overall movement. The physical model of auxiliary platform 
moving mechanism is shown in Figure 8.

5. RELATED DESING CALCULATION

① Motor selection [6] 

a. Motor type of platform telescopic mechanism: DS-37RS3530

n=5 r/min, p=24 w

Gear m =1.5, z=30, Index circle d=45 mm

v=11.8 mm/s

L-frame expansion speed is v=11.8 mm/s

b. Motor type of platform angle adjustment mechanism: 28BYJ-48

Rotation angle 0-75° t=450/2 × sin75°=3.9 s

② Teeth and tooth gap matching

Rack: width×height=15 mm ×15 mm; Gear sleeve: width×height=17 mm 
×17 mm.

③ Axis strength check

Force analysis of platform shaft is shown in Figure 9: 

D=20 mm; Force of shaft is F=300 N
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It can be known that: It is reasonable to choose steel 45.

Figure 9: Force analysis of the platform shaft.

to move in four directions to complete simultaneous expansion and 
contraction. The physical model of platform telescopic mechanism is 
shown in Figure 3.

4.2 Platform angle adjustment mechanism

This platform angle adjustment mechanism adopts a screw mechanism, 
and specific working principle is as follows:

The whole platform is connected to rotating shaft by welding, which 
is mounted on whole bracket, and upper end of screw is connected 
with platform back. When screw motor is working, telescopic rod of 
screw mechanism moves up and down, and platform is rotated along 
rotating shaft to realize t desktop flipping 0°-75°, which is able to realize 
continuous angle change to meet users’ requirements [5]. The physical 
model of screw mechanism is shown in Figure 4, and physical model of 
platform angle adjustment mechanism is shown in Figure 5.

4.3 Box up and down moving mechanism

The up-and-down moving mechanism of box adopts a slide device. When 
box reaches highest position, it can be used as a common table box, box 
moves down slide to achieve two height adjustments; when it reaches 
lowest position, it can be used as an easel, where toolbox is used to 
expand used space. The physical model of box moving up and down is 
shown in Figure 6.

  

Figure 6: Physical model of box moving up and down.

Figure 7: Physical model of screw-out tray mechanism.

Figure 8: Physical model of auxiliary platform moving mechanism.
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④ Other parts check

a. Connecting bolt M7×2

M7 bolt is made of steel 45 and has a maximum tensile force of 300 N 
when platform is rotated.
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Therefore, M7 bolt is reasonable.

b. Connecting shaft bolt M12×2

M12 bolt material is initially selected from steel 45 and received a 
maximum shear force of 280 N when platform was rotated.
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Therefore, M12 bolt is reasonable.

6. COLOR RESEARCH

Influence of color on people is objective. People’s psychological 
perception of color will directly affect their working state. The use 
of color to adjust environmental factors does not require additional 
operating costs, and will not consume resources, and it is directly 
affected by people’s mentality through human line of sight [7]. Color 
design of this product is considered from following color perspectives:

① Hue

When people observe warm colors, there will be psychologically obvious 
excitement and aggressive emotions; when observing a cool color, 
psychologically obvious emotions of calmness and backwardness will 
appear; while observing neutral color makes people feel neither cold 
nor warm, which brings them moderate psychological feelings [8]. This 
product uses yellow of neutral color, and blue of cool color, bring a little 
excitement to peace.

② Lightness

Brightness refers to a color’s degree of lightness and darkness, and 
bright colors give people a sense of stability and security. In color visual 
communication design, expansion and contraction of color is also often 
used to change visual balance of color area relationship and increase 
visual comfort [9]. The difference between yellow and blue brightness 
is large, and they are a pair of contrasting colors, which can bring people 
a bright visual experience and thus a positive emotion to people in 
complicated work.

③ Security color

Safe color conveys meaning of security messages [10]. China’s current 
safe color national standard GB50034-2004 in color characterization 
of safety color includes four colors, namely red, blue, yellow and green. 
Rules are as follows: Blue - indicates instructions that require people to 
comply with regulations [11]. Yellow - means to remind people to pay 
attention. Devices related to warning should be indicated in yellow. In 
view of the above reasons, color design of this auxiliary platform mainly 
adopts large area with blue and small with yellow, so that people will get 

certain warnings when using this auxiliary platform.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Research and development of new products should meet reasonable 
structural design. On this basis, focus is on innovative design of size 
and function according to core concept, human-oriented design. When 
considering this product’s structural and functional design, which 
combines human and machine problem of auxiliary platform, designer 
considers simple operation of product to convert functions of different 
modes to each other and adapt to users’ needs. Corresponding changes 
in order to achieve a high degree of unity in structure, function and 
shape, thus making this product more humane. The designed auxiliary 
work platform for the disabled can meet the needs of people’s work, 
study, painting, art design and so on. It provides a barrier-free working 
platform for them in the true sense. 
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